
Variation 1: On whistle, �rst player in all four lines (two lines shown for
simplicity), skates to the middle,  dangles and then looks for another
line for a give and go pass. Upon receiving the pass, the player skates
back to the center and repeats until the next whistle. On the whistle the
next player in line goes.
Variation 2: Same idea as variation 1, all four players go to the middle
but this time they open up like getting a breakout pass.
Variation 3: 2 pucks start in the middle. The �rst two players to reach
the puck, in this case   and   grab the puck, make an escape move
then pass to one of the other open players.  They make an escape and
pass it back until the next whistle and the next four players will chase
after the two pucks.
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Key Points

Encourage communication through talking, eye contact and

good targets.

Emphasize players keeping their head up to maximize

awareness

Player must skate around every tire, always returning back to the
middle before moving to the next one.
Progressions:

Add puck/ring to player

Have players conduct mohawk turn instead of tight turn

Encourage player to go in random order of tires, at long as they

turn around each one.

Add a chaser ( ) who is trying to catch the player in front of

them and leader can go to any tire.

Key Points

Players need to keep inside foot on the ice to have power and

accelerate exiting the turn.

HCF 12U Week 6

Breakouts week 2- Mirror puck, maintain momentum, chip the puck

4 Corner Passing 5 mins
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Hendry 4 clover turns 8 mins
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Set up as shown (two groups of three in diagram). Two players are
passers one is the shooter. Shooter skates around the tire, receives a
pass from the opposite passer, shoots the puck and stops at the net for
a rebound. Skate around the tire the other direction, receive a pass
from the opposite side and shoot again. Repeat 4-6 times then switch
shooter.
Progression: for off-wing shooters evolve into one-timers

Key Points

Good shooting form, especially weight transfer/follow through

as momentum should take player towards the net

Quick release, no excessive stickhandling and skating right into

the goalie

For players on their off wing, work on opening up hips for even

quicker release

Good pass quick after turn on stick

In con�ned area all players are scattered about. Coach introduces half
as many pucks are there are players. Players try to get control of a puck
and protect it from others. Coach lets drill play out for 30 seconds,
after which everyone without a puck leaves the area, coach repeats
with the players left in the zone (players out should be stationary
passing while waiting). Go from 8 skaters, to 4 to 2 for a champion.
Progression- divide players into 2 teams, each team lines up with still
half as many pucks as players. On whistle players race for the puck and
try to keep possession of puck from the other team. Players can pass to
teammates or team up to help create a turnover. After 30 seconds the
team with the most pucks wins. Can decrease amount of pucks in the
zone.

Key Points

Head up and good puck protection technique

passes the puck in to the goal who directs it to either side of the net
(setting up barriers helps keep puck in play), they then skate to pick up
the puck, skate it behind the net and look for outlet pass then follow
them up the ice.  1 reads off teammate and posts up for pass on the
proper side of the net, once they receive the pass they skate towards
the middle and pass to next in line ( 2),  1 can again post up to
either side looking for outlet pass.  once they follow the pass up
posts up to opposite side of teammate for puck.  2 can pass to either
play who then break in 2v0. Players are allowed one pass before shot
and need to crash the net for any rebound.

Key Points

 Always face the puck (don't turn away from it for a pass), give a

good target, call when you're ready

Don't over pass when attacking

Catch and release shooting 8 mins

Finders Keepers 8 mins

Breakout-regroup 2v0 8 mins
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Coach chips a puck in for  s to break out to the blueline. Coach
chooses when to send attackers   in to create turnover and attack the
net, becoming a forecheck vs breakout. 
Progressions;

Coach can choose when/if to add more players from each team

to create odd man situations

Add a net  on which the

breakout players are trying to score

Key Points

Work together to get the puck (good angling)

Puck support

Drill starts with black breaking out and attacking the far net. On
breakout pass two defenders ( ) jump into the play and defend the
rush and one defender goes behind the net. Drill plays out 3v2 until
defenders get possession of the puck and pass to their teammate
behind the net. On pass attackers ( ) must skate outside of the zone
and teammates ( 1) then join the play to defend against who are
now attacking the far net. 2 takes position behind the net and waits
for teammates to pass them the puck and the play goes back the other
way. Drill goes continuously.

Key Points

Quick transition, faster the puck is moved the better scoring

chance players will have.

Understand where pressure is coming from

Hard out, work on habits

Breakout v Forecheck 8 mins
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(can be at redline or even far goalline)

Continuous Breakout Drill 10 mins
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